The National Ignition Facility (NIF) utilizes 192 beams, four of which are diverted to create the Advanced Radiographic Capability (ARC) by generating a sequence of short laser pulses. This ARC beam after being converted to X-rays will act as a back lighter to create a radiographic movie and provide an unprecedented insight into the imploding dynamics and serve as a diagnostic for tuning the experimental parameters to achieve fusion. One such beam is the centering beam of the pre-amplifier module which due to a split path obstructs the central square alignment fiducials. This fiducial is used for alignment and also as reference for the programmable spatial shaper (PSS) system. Image processing algorithms are used to process the images and calculate the position of various fiducials in the beam path. We discuss the algorithm to process ARC split beam injector (SBI) centering images with partial fiducial information.
INTRODUCTION
The Advanced Radiographic Capability (ARC) at National Ignition Facility (NIF) was developed to produce a sequence of short laser pulses in order to backlight an imploding target at the target chamber center [1, 2] . The back lighter beam, after being converted to X-rays, will provide an unprecedented understanding of the target implosion and the parameters affecting the quality of the implosion. The back lighter beam will create a radiographic movie of the imploding target and serve as a diagnostic for tuning the experimental parameters to achieve fusion.
For proper operation of the ARC, the beams must be aligned properly. One such beam is the centering beam of the preamplifier module (PAM) which, due to a split path obstructs the central square alignment fiducials as shown in Figure 1 . This fiducial is used for alignment and also as reference for the programmable spatial shaper (PSS) system. The integrated automated control system aligns 192 NIF beam positions by controlling mirrors and other devices to adjust the beam positions to desired reference locations [3, 4, 5] . Beam and reference positions are calculated by image analysis algorithms which process the beam and reference images collected by CCD cameras. This work presents the algorithm for processing ARC split beam injector (SBI) centering images with partial fiducial information. 
BACKGROUND
The classical or complex matched filter (CMF) is well known for its position detection capability where the position of the object is actually the position of the correlation peak as will be explained later. A CMF [6] can be defined by assuming that the Fourier transform of the object function f(x,y) is denoted by:
The CMF for detecting the function f(x,y) and its location, is given by the complex conjugate of the Fourier spectrum ) , (
The shape of correlation and the discrimination capability of CMF are usually not as good as that of a phase only filter or amplitude modulated correlation filter [6, 7] . The position accuracy and detection capability of the CMF can be further enhanced by constructing the matched filter (Eq. 2) from the edges of the fiducial and operating on edgedetected preprocessed image.
The position of the object can be found from the position of the cross correlation, autocorrelation, and the position of the template using Eqs. 3(a-b). where (x pos, y pos ) is the to-be-determined position of the pattern in the image plane, (x auto, y auto ) is the position of the template autocorrelation peaks and (x cross ,y cross ) is the position of the cross correlation peak. The position of the crosscorrelation peak is estimated using a polynomial fit of second order to the correlation peak. The center of the template, (x c, y c ), and (x auto, y auto ) are calculated off-line. An illustration of the equation 3a-b is depicted in Fig. 2 . A pulse shown on the top left of Fig. 2 , is assumed to be the template, centered on . 15 c x = By default the origin is assumed to be at 0.
When an autocorrelation is performed, the resulting correlation function will be a triangular pulse centered on 0. In an optical or 2-D digital processing, the origin of the output plane is usually centered on the middle of the plane. Shifting the origin to a hypothetical point 300, we get . 300 auto x = Now imagine we want to detect a pulse located at 605. The cross-correlation of the input with the to-be-detected pulse will be centered on 890 at the shifted origin of 300. It is a simple exercise to verify that the pulse position (605) can be obtained easily from the values of the cross, auto and template position. This same technique is applied in detecting a 2-D object except the same calculation is extended to a 2-D image plane. 
ALGORITHMS
A NIF preamplifier module (PAM) alignment image is depicted in Fig. 1a . The beam is straddled by two alignment wings consisting of three fixed-position square fiducials representing a reference position and three circles that move with beam position. A NIF preamplifier is aligned by moving the beam such that the square and circular fiducials are aligned as shown in Fig. 1a . The ARC produces two beams that are combined into a single NIF beam by a Split Beam Injector (SBI). As shown in Fig 1b. , the ARC beams are positioned one over the other in the same space as a NIF beam. This optical arrangement allows ARC to use the same PAM as NIF. However, the gap between the upper and lower ARC beams obscures the square fiducials that are normally used to align a NIF beam in the PAM. Thus, the normal image processing used in the PAM alignment will no longer work and new algorithms are required for aligning ARC into the PAM.
The beam portion is represented by the inner illuminated square. The three alignment fiducial circles are designed to move with the beam. The reference square fiducials remains static. When the midpoint of the two diagonal circles coincides with the center of the two square fiducials at the middle, the beam is aligned. When an offset is requested, the difference between the two is equal to the offset. The difference between these two positions and any desired offset serves as the error signal used to drive the control system to perform auto-alignment.
All NIF algorithms must perform a preprocessing in order to eliminate any false, black, white or truncated images. This is done in the off-normal detection stage [8] . When an image is found to be normal, it is passed to the matched-filter algorithm [9] , which processes the image and finds the location of the fiducials. If the position of each type of fiducial is accepted after the error checking and correction step, the algorithm outputs the positions of all the fiducials with their corresponding uncertainty [10] .
The off-normal processor uses statistical methods to classify and detect simple black, white or dim images. In addition, the off-normal processor checks for the size of the beam using average intensity profiles along the x-and y-direction. Historic image sets are analyzed to determine the nominal values of all the beam parameters such as mean and max of intensity levels, min and max of sizes, etc. [8] . For example, the length ( l ) of the ARC SBI beam is measured to make sure there is a valid beam between 320 and 450 pixels wide.
where, 320 lower = l and 450 upper = l . To keep the operation of off-normal processor up-to-date, off-normal images of various kinds are periodically added to a database. These images are used as test images for the algorithm before it is released to the NIF facility.
The algorithm is designed to determine the position of the two different fiducials for alignment. Due to varying imaging conditions and optical distortions, the circles and squares could vary in size. Thus the template for the matched filtering algorithm is determined adaptively for every beam line. As shown in the algorithm output below, the blob sizes are 1722, 1617, 2056 and 2541. The first three are expected to be those of the circles and blob size 2541 belongs to the square. Next, the best match template for the circles, from the small region containing the circle, is determined. This is done by searching over a range of radius and choosing the radius corresponding to the best match. Note that at this stage only one of the three circles is matched. After selecting the template for each type of fiducial, the whole image is correlated with the template to find the location of that particular fiducial. In addition, the detection accuracy is increased by using the edges of the each fiducial. It may Fig. 6 : The edge image generated from image of figure 5 be noted that the square fiducial is not completely square for the center most squares. The vertical edges of the square template is broken to match the center squares. Even then the squares produce a less than 50% correlation peak for some of these partially obstructed squares fiducial as shown below. The top left correlation is strongest as shown in the left figure of Fig. 7 .
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Note that to isolate the square peaks an additional mask is used in the square selection process. A mask is created as shown in the left image of Fig. 8 , using apriori knowledge about the possible location of the squares. After multiplying the correlation plane and removing the first peak the next two peaks are clearly shown in Fig. 8 and their values are as shown in the text above Figure 7 . Figure 9 . The ARC SBI PAM image with fiducial location
The locations of the 6 spots and their corresponding uncertainty are showed above. All the steps of the algorithm are shown in the block diagram of Figure 10 . The steps of circle refinement is explained in the next section. 
CIRCLE POSITION REFINEMENT
When we determine the size of the circle template, we only use one of the three circles. Due to the specific imaging condition, the size of the other circles may vary. As a result, when correlating the whole image with the template it may have weak correlation with the other circles. It may also lead to incorrect position determination. In order to increase the robustness, a second refinement is performed as explained below. The correlation output, due to the circle template, is shown in Figure 11 . However, a close up of the peaks shown in Fig. 12 indicate that there is a size mismatch of the left and right circles, resulting in a correlation peak which itself is another circle. For a perfect match, the peak should be very bright with solid bright spot. In the refinement step, the size of the circle template for each of the spot locations is recalculated by selecting a small region around that initial circle location. Each individual location is then calculated from the subimage and their absolute location is calculated from the displacement of the subimage with respect to the origin of the whole image. The algorithm output below shows the circles on the right wing show a refined radius of 23.5 and 25.5 pixels.
